Peer-to-peer (P2P) communication in networks for file distribution and other applications is a powerful multiplier of network utility, due to its ability to exploit parallelism in a distributed way. As new variations are engineered, to provide less impact on service providers and to provide better quality of service, it is important to have a theoretical underpinning, to weigh the effectiveness of various methods for enhancing the service. This paper focuses on the stationary portion of file download in an unstructured P2P network, which typically follows for many hours after a flash crowd initiation. The contribution of the paper is to identify how much help is needed from the seeds, either fixed seeds or peers dwelling in the system after obtaining the complete file, to stabilize the system. It is shown that dominant cause for instability is the missing piece syndrome, whereby one piece becomes very rare in the network. It is shown that very little dwell time is necessary-even if there is very little help from a fixed seed, peers need to dwell on average no longer than it takes to upload one additional piece, after they have obtained a complete collection.
INTRODUCTION
Peer-to-peer communication has been enjoying great popularity in the Internet [5] . Second generation P2P networks such as BitTorrent [1] , divide a file to be distributed into distinct pieces and enable clients (or peers) to share these pieces efficiently. BitTorrent, with its rarest first and choke algorithm, has been shown to scale well with the number of participating peers [7] .
A P2P network under the BitTorrent protocol is of unstructured type, meaning there is no specific network topology to be formed by the participating peers. In such a network, a fixed seed refers to a server which holds the whole file; a peer seed refers to a peer which has collected the whole file but has not yet departed. The major difference between fixed seeds and peer seeds is that fixed seeds always stay in the network but peer seeds eventually depart.
One problem observed in an unstructured type P2P network is the delay in endgame mode [1] (or last piece problem). That is, when the last piece to be downloaded by a peer is rare in the network, or when the last piece is requested from a peer with small uploading capacity, it takes the peer a long time to finish downloading. If new peers keep arriving into the network and many of them suffer from the last piece problem, it may result a congestion of peers and affect the stability of the network.
We label as missing piece syndrome, which is related to the last piece problem, a specific abnormality in P2P networks [4, 11] . The missing piece syndrome happens when precisely one of the pieces becomes rare network wide and the upload rate of that piece from the seeds is not large enough. Once there are many peers in the system and most of them are missing that same piece, it is difficult for these peers to collect the last piece and depart. Peers lucky enough to get the missing piece can quickly collect the whole file so they have a short lifetime in the system. But, their ability to spread the missing piece is limited. As more and more new peers arrive, most of them cannot find peers with the missing piece, which enlarges the group of peers missing the piece. The result is that the P2P system becomes unstable.
The missing piece syndrome is evidenced in the work of Menasché et al. [10] . They point out that in their simulation studies, their "smooth download assumption" and "swarm sustainability" break down if the seed upload rate is not sufficiently large. There are different mechanisms for mitigating the missing piece syndrome. In the BitTorrent protocol, peers in endgame mode send requests for the last piece to all neighboring peers, searching for a suitable provider. Based on simulation, Gkantsidis [3] argues that the rarest first al-gorithm may not prevent the scarcity of some pieces and proposes a network coding solution. But Legout et al. [7] argue based on their simulation that the rarest first algorithm is efficient at mitigating the scarcity of the last piece. We show in this paper that requiring peer seeds to dwell in the network for only a short time is sufficient to prevent the missing piece syndrome.
Some theoretical works shown as follows are closely related to this paper. Qiu [12] and Yang [13] analyze the steady state performance by studying fluid models of P2P network. Massoulié [9] considers the fine structure of piece transferring in their open model of P2P file replication network, where continuous arrival of new peers is taken into consideration. Leskelä et al. [8] investigate stability conditions for a single piece file, or a two piece file when the pieces are obtained sequentially, when peers remain in the system for some time after obtaining the piece. Norros et al. [11] formulate a related model for the case that the file is divided into two pieces and prove some stability result.
Most works on P2P networks are based on simulation results or large testbeds. Theory-based works on P2P models, though few in number, are important complements for a better understanding of P2P networks. In this paper, we present a detailed analysis of the sensitivity of peer seeds dwell time to the stability of the network. The model discussed in this paper is a hybrid of related models in [9, 12, 13] , which covers continuous arrival of new peers, a fixed seed, peer and piece selection, and limited upload link capacity. It is shown based on the model that there exists a threshold for the dwell time of peer seeds. The missing piece syndrome is avoided if the average dwell time of peer seeds is larger than the threshold. But the network is unstable if the average dwell time is less than the threshold. The threshold does not exceed the average transfer time of a single piece. It suggests that by requiring peer seeds to donate just one more piece instead of departing immediately, the missing piece syndrome can be avoided. That intuition can be applied in a realistic network, where the transfer time of one piece is usually small.
Outline. The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we formulate the model and state our main result. In Section 3 we describe three examples to provide intuition and to illustrate the model and result. A sketch of the proof is offered in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. Discussions and ideas for future work are given in Section 5.
MODEL AND RESULT
We consider a single fixed seed P2P network in this paper, where a large file is divided into K, K ≥ 1 pieces, 1, 2, ...K, which are stored in the fixed seed. Each peer in the system holds some subset of the K pieces. Define F to be the collection of all pieces: F := {1, 2, ...K}. Define C to be the power set of F . For any C ∈ C, a peer holding the collection of pieces C is called a type C peer. In some real P2P network, peers can get some pieces from a tracker upon their arrival for initialization. To capture that case, we assume type C peers arrive into the system at times of a Poisson process with rate λC . Although we consider all possible values of (λC , C ∈ C), typically in practice, λC is small or equal to zero when |C| > 1.
The fixed seed and all peers apply the random peer contact and random useful piece upload strategies at instants of Poisson processes. Define a Poisson clock with rate x ≥ 0 to be a clock which ticks at instants of a Poisson process with rate x, independent of all other processes in this paper. We suppose the fixed seed and each peer maintain internal Poisson clocks, with rate Us ≥ 0 and µ > 0, respectively. Whenever the clock of the fixed seed ticks, the fixed seed contacts a peer, say peer A, which is selected uniformly from among all peers. According to the random useful piece upload strategy, the fixed seed checks to see if A needs any pieces, and uploads to A the copy of one piece uniformly chosen from among the pieces needed by A. If A does not need any pieces (because A is a peer seed), no piece is uploaded and the fixed seed remains silent between clock ticks. A peer similarly uploads pieces. When its rate µ Poisson clock ticks, it contacts a peer selected at random, and checks to see whether it has pieces needed by the contacted peer. If the answer is yes, it uploads to the contacted peer a copy of a piece uniformly chosen from among its pieces needed by the contacted peer; if the answer is no, no piece is uploaded and the peer does not upload pieces between clock ticks. The peer contacts and piece uploads of the fixed seed and peers are assumed to be instantaneous.
In a real P2P network, peers may upload two or more pieces to different peers at the same time, and peer selection, peer contact and piece upload are not instantaneous. For mathematical simplification, we consider a homogeneous network with the maximum number of upload links of each peer limited to one, with upload rate independent of the parallel downloads at the receiving side, and apply the waiting times of Poisson clocks to model the total time consumed for peer selection, contact, and piece upload. So 1/µ and 1/Us are approximately the average piece transmission time from peer to peer and from the fixed seed to peer in a real P2P network.
Assume that each peer seed dwells in the system for an exponentially distributed length of time with mean 1/γ, with 0 < γ ≤ ∞. The case γ = ∞ is shorthand notation for the case that peers depart immediately after collecting all pieces, and if γ = ∞ without loss of generality we assume there are no arrivals of peer seeds: λF = 0. Intuitively, smaller values of γ yield better system performance, because peer seeds can upload more pieces if they stay in the system longer. Our result identifies the smallest mean dwell time (i.e. largest γ) sufficient for a stable system. If the rate Us of the fixed seed is sufficiently large, or if the rates λC are large enough for some nonempty C, the system can be stable even if peers do not become peer seeds (i.e. even if γ = ∞). The arrivals of new peers, the dwell times, and the ticking of Poisson clocks, are assumed to be mutually independent. The notation and assumptions of the model are summarized as follows:
is the number of pieces, and F is the collection of all pieces.
• Type C peer: A peer with set of pieces C ∈ C is a type C peer, which becomes a type C ∪ {i} peer if the seed or another peer uploads piece i ∈ C to it. A type F peer is also called a peer seed.
• Type C group: The set of type C peers in the system.
• Arrivals: Exogenous arrivals of type C peers form a rate λC ∈ [0, ∞) Poisson process. To avoid triviality, assume the total arrival rate of peers -λ total = C:C∈C λC -is strictly positive. When γ = ∞, λF is assumed to be 0.
• Random peer contact: The fixed seed contacts a uniformly chosen peer at instants of a Poisson process with rate Us ∈ [0, ∞). Every peer contacts a uniformly chosen peer at instants of a Poisson process with rate µ ∈ (0, ∞).
• Random useful piece upload: When A contacts B, if B does not have all pieces that A has, A uploads to B a copy of one piece uniformly chosen from among the pieces A has but B does not have. Otherwise no piece is uploaded.
• Departures: If γ ∈ (0, ∞), every peer becomes a peer seed after obtaining all K pieces, and subsequently remains in the system for an exponentially distributed length of time with mean 1/γ before departing. If γ = ∞, then λF = 0 and peers depart immediately after obtaining all K pieces.
Under the assumptions above, the system is a Markov chain with state vector n = (nC :
where nC is defined to be the number of type C peers, except we define nC = 0 in the case C = F and γ = ∞. Define Γ C,C for C, C ∈ C as follows: If C = C ∪{i} with i ∈ F −C and n ≥ 1,
otherwise,
where n := C:C∈C nC is the total number of peers. In words, unless C = F and γ = ∞, Γ C,C is the aggregate rate of transition of peers from type C to type C ; If C = F and γ = ∞, Γ C,C is the aggregate rate of departures from the system of peers of type C.
Let eC denote the vector with the same dimension as n, with a one in position C and other coordinates equal to zero. The positive entries of the generator matrix Q = (q(n, n )) are given by:
The following theorem describes the stability region of the P2P system.
and λ total > 0, the Markov process with generator matrix Q is transient if either of the following two conditions is true:
• 0 < µ < γ ≤ ∞ and for some k ∈ F,
• 0 < γ ≤ µ and for some piece k ∈ F , no copies of piece k can enter the system.
(b). Conversely, the process is positive recurrent and E[n] < ∞ in equilibrium, if either of the following two conditions is true:
• 0 < µ < γ ≤ ∞ and for any k ∈ F,
• 0 < γ ≤ µ and for any k ∈ F , it is possible for new copies of piece k to enter the system.
We remark that when we say new copies of piece k can enter the system, we mean Us > 0 or λC > 0 for some C ∈ C such that k ∈ C. And we remark that condition (4) holding for all k ∈ F is equivalent to the following: for any S ∈ C − {F}, S < 0, where S is defined as:
whereλC := λC (K − |C| + µ/γ). In particular, (5) holds
From Theorem 1, we can generate the main result presented in our last paper about missing piece syndrome [4] , as a corollary: 
EXAMPLES
To illustrate Theorem 1, we examine three examples of specific P2P networks.
Example 1: This example is treated in [8] . As shown in Figure 1 (a), the file is transferred as a single piece, that is, K = 1. New peers without any piece arrive into the system at the times of a Poisson process with rate λ0. After obtaining the piece a peer becomes a peer seed. With rate Us, the fixed seed contacts and uploads the piece to new peers, who become peer seeds after obtaining the piece. When peer seeds are in the system, they randomly contact and upload copies of the piece to new peers with rate µ, which creates more peer seeds. After staying for an exponentially distributed time period with mean 1/γ, peer seeds depart from the system. This example illustrates our model with parameters K = 1, Us, µ, γ, λ ∅ = λ0 ∈ (0, ∞), and λ {1} = 0.
The stability of a system is determined by its ability to recover from a heavy load. First consider the case that there are many peer seeds in the system. Because every peer seed departs at rate γ, in essence, the service rate γnF scales linearly with the number of peer seeds, nF , as in an infinite server system, so the system can recover however many peer seeds there are. Secondly consider the case that there are many type ∅ peers and few peer seeds. For a long time period, when the fixed seed or a peer seed randomly contacts
Examples a peer to upload a piece, the probability they contact a type ∅ peer is close to one. So the group of type ∅ peers receives uploads from the fixed seed at rate almost Us. Once a peer becomes a peer seed, it can upload more pieces to type ∅ peers, creating more peer seeds, which upload more pieces. So every peer seed can create a branching process [6] of departures from type ∅ group. The mean time for a peer seed to stay in the system is 1/γ, and during this time it uploads pieces to type ∅ peers at rate close to µ. So on average every peer seed can upload to µ/γ type ∅ peers. By the theory of branching process, if µ/γ ≥ 1, the expected number of descendants of every peer seed is infinite, which stabilizes the process. If µ/γ < 1, on average every peer seed has µ/γ 1−µ/γ descendants. Hence, every upload of the piece by the fixed seed to a type ∅ peer causes, on average, to about 1 1−µ/γ departures from the type ∅ group. Comparing to λ0, the arrival rate of type ∅ peers, this suggests that the system is stable if either µ ≥ γ, or µ < γ and λ0 < Us 1 1−µ/γ . Conversely, if µ > γ and λ0 > Us 1 1−µ/γ , the arrival rate of type ∅ peers is larger than the average rate of departures from the type ∅ group, indicating that the system cannot recover from the heavy load of type ∅ group and so it is unstable. This conclusion is confirmed in [8] and by Theorem 1.
Example 2: As shown in Figure 1 (b), the file is divided into four pieces, that is, K = 4. There are two types of new peers, type {1, 2} and type {3, 4}, which arrive as two independent Poisson processes with respective rates λ12 and λ34. There is no fixed seed in the system. Peers contact and upload pieces to each other so that they can depart. Peers depart immediately after obtaining all four pieces; there are no peer seeds in the system. This example illustrates our model with parameters K = 4,
Consider the ability of the system to recover from a heavy load. First, consider the network starting from a state such that all peers are type {1, 2, 4} and there are so many type {1, 2, 4} peers that the fraction of them among all peers is close to one for a long time. Secondly, consider the case that there are heavy loads in groups of at least two types, e.g. type {1, 2} and {1, 2, 3}. There is at least one type of peer that can upload to the other type of peer, e.g. type {1, 2, 3} peers can upload to type {1, 2} peers. There are many uploads from type {1, 2, 3} peers to type {1, 2} peers so that the departure rate from type {1, 2} group is large, which stabilizes the system. This suggests that the system is stable if λ12 < 2λ34 and λ34 < 2λ12, and unstable if either λ12 > 2λ34 or λ34 > 2λ12. This conclusion is confirmed by Theorem 1.
Example 3: As shown in Figure 1(c) , the file is divided into three pieces, that is, K = 3. New peers arrive at a total rate λ total , and each peer arrives with one piece, having piece i with probability λi/λ total . So there are three types of new peers, type {1}, type {2}, and type {3}, which arrive as three independent Poisson processes with rates λ1, λ2 and λ3, respectively. There is no fixed seed in the system. With rate µ, peers randomly contact and upload pieces to each other. After collecting all three pieces, every peer stays in the system as a peer seed for an exponentially distributed time with mean 1/γ, γ > µ. This example illustrates our model with parameters K = 3, Us = 0, 0 < µ < γ ≤ ∞,
Consider whether the system can recover from a heavy load. First, consider the network starting from a state such that all peers are type {1, 2} and there are so many type {1, 2} peers that the fraction of them among all peers is close to one for a long time. By the reasoning of example two, almost every new type {1} and type {2} peer joins the type {1, 2} group, so the arrival rate of the type {1, 2} group is close to λ1 + λ2. Over the medium term, every new type Secondly, through considerations similar to those in example one and two, we can see that the conditions of heavy load in other single-type group or heavy load in multipletype groups can also be recovered from if the three inequalities above hold. This suggests that the system is stable if
If any one of the three inequalities is revised, it indicates the system is unstable. This is consistent with Theorem 1. If peers depart immediately after obtaining a complete collection (i.e. γ = ∞), we obtain a model analyzed in [9] using fluid limit analysis. The stability condition becomes
If λ1, λ2, λ3 are not all equal, at least one equality is reversed, so the system is unstable. The analysis of the above three examples suggests that when we consider the system to be in heavy load, the worst distribution load is that nearly all peers have the same type C with |C| = K − 1. If the system is able to recover from that kind of heavy load, it can recover from other kinds of heavy load. With the intuition in mind, a sketch a proof of Theorem 1 is offered in next section.
A SKETCH OF PROOF
In this section, sketches of the proof of Theorem 1(a) and Theorem 1(b) are offered in Subsection 4.1 and Subsection 4.2, respectively.
Sketch of proof of Theorem 1(a)
We sketch the proof of Theorem 1(a) about transience when 0 < µ < γ < ∞. Without loss of generality, assume that (3) is true for k = 1, or equivalently, F −{1} > 0. Consider the following partition of peers into five groups, as shown in Figure 2 .
• Normal young peer: A normal young peer is a peer of type in {C ∈ C : |C| ≤ K − 2, 1 ∈ C}.
• Infected peer: An infected peer is a peer that obtained piece one after arriving, but before obtaining all the other pieces. Once a peer is infected, it remains infected until it leaves the system; it is considered to be infected even when it is a peer seed.
• Gifted peer: A gifted peer is a peer that arrived with piece one. A gifted peer is gifted for its entire time in the system; it is considered to be gifted even when it is a peer seed.
• One-club peer: A one-club peer is a peer that has all pieces except piece one. That is, the one-club is the group of peers of type {2, 3, ...K}.
• Former one-club peer: A former one-club peer is a peer in the system that is not a one-club peer but at some earlier time was a one-club peer. Note that a former one-club peer is a peer seed. The converse is not true, because infected peers and gifted peers can be peer seeds.
Consider the system starting from an initial state in which there are many peers in the system, and all of them are oneclub peers. The system evolves as shown in Figure 2 . Piece one can arrive into the system from outside the system in two ways: uploads by the fixed seed or arrivals of gifted peers. Ignore for a second the effect of normal young peers getting piece one (and becoming infected). Most of the uploads by the fixed seed are uploads of piece one to one-club peers. One such upload creates a new peer seed, which on average will upload piece one to about µ/γ more one-club peers, and each of those will upload piece one to about µ/γ more one-club peers, and so forth, in a branching process. Each upload of a piece by the fixed seed thus ultimately causes, on average, about 1 1−µ/γ departures from the one-club. Each gifted peer, with type C on arrival, for some C with 1 ∈ C, will directly upload to, on average, about K −|C|+µ/γ oneclub peers, and those will become peer seeds who also could upload to about µ/γ more one-club peers, and so fourth, so that the total expected number of one-club departures caused by the type C gifted peer is (K − |C| + µ/γ) 1 1−µ/γ . Summing these quantities and subtracting them from the arrival rate of peers without piece one gives F −{1} . So F −{1} > 0 indicates that the arrival rates of peers missing piece one is larger than the upload rate of piece one, causing the one-club size to grow linearly.
The above analysis neglects the possibility that normal young peers can also receive piece one, creating infected peers. An infected peer can upload to one club peers, creating former one-club peers, and to normal young peers, creating more infected peers. This results in a branching process comprised of infected peers and former one-club peers. By the theory of branching process, the expected number of infected offspring of a former one-club peer or an infected peer will converge to zero, as the fraction of one-club peers converges to one. Hence, when the one-club is large enough, the existence of infected peers is negligible; it will not affect the growth of the one-club. The detailed proof of transience is offered in a full version of this paper.
Sketch of proof of Theorem 1(b)
We sketch the proof of Theorem 1(b) about positive recurrence for the case 0 < µ < γ ≤ ∞ under the assumption that (5) is valid for all S ∈ C − {F }. The discussion in last subsection suggests that when F −{1} < 0, the departure rate of the one-club is larger than the arrival rate of peers missing piece one, therefore, the system has the ability to recover from a single heavy load in the one-club. Moreover, when k = 2, 3, ...K and there is a single heavy load in type F − {k} group, similar reasoning suggests that the system can recover if F −{k} < 0. To get better idea of the proof, here we consider other distributions of heavy load.
• Suppose there is a single heavy load in some type S group with |S| ≤ K − 2. Uploads from the fixed seed (with rate Us) and from new peers holding pieces not in S (with rate C:C ⊆S λC ) keep creating departures from the type S group. If we ignore the period of time from when a peer departs from the type S group until the same peer becomes a peer seed, we see that the average remaining lifetime of every peer who departs from the type S group is larger than 1 γ . In this lifetime the peer uploads on average approximately µ/γ pieces to type S peers, which creates more departures from the type S group. Including the root, every departure from the type S group can ultimately cause at least 1 1−µ/γ departures from the type S group, on average. Because every new type C peer with C ⊆ S eventually uploads on average K − |C| + µ/γ pieces to type S peers, the departure rate of type S group is larger than Us + C:C ⊆S λC (K − |C| + µ/γ) 1 1−µ/γ . Because peers mainly download pieces from type S peers, almost all new type C peers with C ⊆ S ultimately join the type S group. So the near term arrival rate of type S group is less than but close to C:C⊆S λC , which is smaller than the aggregate departure rate of type S peers by (5) . So the system can recover from the heavy load.
• Suppose there is a single heavy load in the type F group, that is, the group of peer seed. The departure rate of peer seeds, γnF , scales linearly with the number of peer seeds, nF , as in an infinite server system. So the system can recover however large the group of peer seeds is.
• Suppose there are heavy loads in at least two groups of different types, say types C1 and C2. In this condition, either C1 C2 or C2 C1 is true, so peers in at least one of the groups, say C1, can upload pieces to peers in the other group, say C2. The rate of peers departing from the type C2 group is quite high, due to the large rate of uploads from type C1 peers, so the system can quickly escape from that state space region of heavy load.
The above paragraphs summarize how the system can recover from all distributions of heavy load. To provide a proof of stability it must also be shown that the load cannot spiral up without bound through some oscillatory behavior. For that we use a Lyapunov function and apply the Foster-Lyapunov stability criterion [2] . A Lyapunov function is a nonnegative function on the state space that is a measure of load in the system. To prove stability it must be shown that if the system is in states with a large value of the Lyapunov function, then the drift of the function is negative.
We apply function Q( * ) to denote the drift of some nonnegative function: For any nonnegative function F = F (n) on the state space of the system, the drift of F at state n is defined as Q(F )(n) := n :n =n q(n, n ) F (n ) − F (n)
If, as usual, the diagonal elements q(n, n) of the matrix Q are chosen so that row sums are zero, Q(F ) is the product of the matrix Q and function F , viewed as a vector. For each n, q(n, n ) = 0 for only finitely many n , so Q(F ) is finite. In this paper, we apply the following lemma implied by the Foster-Lyapunov criterion [2] :
Lemma 3. The P2P Markov process is positive recurrent and E[n] < +∞ in equilibrium, if there is a nonnegative function W (n) on the state space of the process, with {n : W (n) ≤ c} a finite set for any c ≥ 0, such that there exists n0 ≥ 0, ξ > 0, whenever n ≥ n0, QW ≤ −ξn < 0. We say W is a valid Lyapunov function.
The particular Lyapunov function we use in case 0 < µ < γ < ∞, is:
TC :=
and in case 0 < µ < γ = ∞, is
with the following notation:
• r ∈ (0, 1 2 ), d ∈ (1, ∞), β ∈ (0, 1 2 ), α ∈ ( 1 2 , 1) are positive constants to be specified, with r and β small, d large, and α close to one.
• EC := {C : C ⊆ C}, which is the collection of types of peers which are or can become type C peers.
• HC := {C : C ∈ C, C ⊆ C}, which is the collection of types of peers which can help type C peers. Notice that F ∈ HC for any C ∈ C − F and HF = ∅.
• EC := C :C ∈E C n C , HC := 1 1−µ/γ C :C ∈H C (K − |C | + µ/γ)n C . e.g. EF = n and HF = 0.
• φ is the function with parameters d, β, defined as
Thus φ (x) = −1 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 2d, φ (x) = 0 for x ≥ 2d+1/β, and φ increases linearly from −1 to 0 over the interval [2d, 2d + 1/β]. In particular, −1 ≤ φ (x) ≤ 0 for x ≥ 0.
In this paper, we consider two (overlapping) classes of nonzero states of the P2P Markov process: class I and class II, with parameter ∈ (0, 1 2 ) to be selected, defined as: Definition 1. Class I is the set of states n such that there exists S ∈ C − {F }, so that nS/n > 1 − ; class II is the set of states n such that there exist C1, C2 ∈ C, either C1 and C2 being distinct or both equal to F , so that, nC 1 /n > /2 K and nC 2 /n > /2 K .
If the process is in states of class I, there is a single heavy load aggregated in a type S group with |S| ≤ K − 1; if the process is in states of class II, either there are many peer seeds, or there are many of at least two distinct types of peers. Any nonzero state is either in class I or class II, or both.
In the proof, we show that for an appropriate choice of (r, d, β, α, ), W is a valid Lyapunov function. The given parameters of the network, K, Us, λ = (λS : S ∈ C) , γ and µ, are treated as constants. The variables r, d, β, α and are applied in the proof, and functions on the state space are applied which may depend on these parameters. It is convenient to adopt the big theta notation Θ( * ), with the understanding that it is uniform in these variables; this is summarized in the following definitions. Definition 2. Given functions f and g on the state space, we say f = Θ(g) if there exist constants k1, k2, n0 > 0, whose values do not depend on (r, d, β, α, ), such that k1|g(n)| ≤ |f (n)| ≤ k2|g(n)| for all n such that n > n0.
For example, 2 ∈ Θ(1), λ total n ∈ Θ(n), d ∈ Θ(1), d ∈ Θ(d). Similarly, we adopt notions of "small enough" and "large enough" that are uniform in (r, d, β, α, ):
Definition 3. The statement, "condition A is true if x > 0 is small enough", means there exists a constant k > 0, not depending on (r, d, β, α, ), such that A is true for any x ∈ (0, k). Similarly, the statement, "condition A is true if x > 0 is large enough", means there exists a constant k > 0, not depending on (r, d, β, α, ), such that A is true for any x ∈ (k, ∞).
Some additional notation is applied:
• For any X , X ⊆ C, Γ X ,X := C∈X C :C ∈X Γ C,C , where Γ C,C is defined in (1) and (2) .
• DC is defined by
Except in the case C = F and γ = ∞, DC is the aggregate rate that peers leave the group of type C peers.
• For any X ⊆ C, nX := C:C∈X nC , DX := C:C∈X DC , D total := DC, λX := C:C∈X λC , λ * X = C:C∈X λC (K− |C| + µ/γ). (7) and (8) are valid Lyapunov functions. To begin, we identify a simple approximation to the drift of W . Notice that Q( * ) is linear, so if 0 < µ < γ < ∞, 
Now we sketch the steps of showing
The following lemmas are provided with the detailed proofs omitted here, but offered in the full version of this paper. These lemmas consider bounds on LW and the approximation error |Q(W ) − LW |, thereby provide a bound of Q(W ). 
Remark: Instead of giving the proof of Lemma 6, we describe how the term αESQ(φ(HS)) can help LTS to be negative. It has been discussed that the worst distribution of heavy load is when the heavy load aggregates in a type with only one missing piece. Consider the case |S| = K − 1. Notice that ESQ(ES) = ES(λE S − ΓE S ,H S ) and ΓE S ,H S ≥ DS ≥ n S n [Us + HSµ 1−µ/γ K+µ/γ ]. Here we assume n S n ≥ 1 − . So ΓE S ,H S increases almost proportionally to HS. When HS is larger than d for d sufficiently large, ΓE S ,H S is larger than λE S , so ESQ(ES) is negative and is bounded above by −Θ(ES) = −Θ(n). But when HS is smaller than d, ΓE S ,H S can be smaller than λE S , so ESQ(ES) is positive and is lower bounded by Θ(ES) = Θ(n), which has the wrong sign. The term αESφ(HS) is chosen so that αQ(φ(HS)) can balance out the coefficient λE S − ΓE S ,H S when HS is small, so that LTS is still negative and upper bounded by −Θ(ES).
To see why the balance is possible, notice that LTS = ES[Q(ES)+αQ(φ(HS))]. The definition of HS implies that, when nS is close to n, HS is the mean number of type S peers that will be helped by the helping peers, which are the ones in HS (By saying a peer is helped, we mean a piece is uploaded to the peer). In other words, HS is the stored potential for helping type S peers. As type S peers are helped by the helping peers, the potential decreases, with the magnitude of decrease equal to the number of type S peers which are helped. So if we only consider the piece transmissions involving one peer of type S and one peer of type in HS, the downward drift of HS has magnitude less than or equal to the downward drift of ES. If we only consider the external arrivals and the uploads from the fixed seed, the terms in the drift of HS are 1 1−µ/γ C:C∈H S (K − |C| + µ/γ)λC + USµ/γ , and the terms in the drift of ES are λE S − Us, the former is larger than the latter because of (5). Finally, HS has a bit more downward drift due to peers other than type S peers downloading from peers in HS, but that is small for sufficiently small. Combining the downward and the other drifts, we see that the drift of HS is approximately the same as the drift of ES, with the drift of HS a little greater. The difference of the two drifts is S , defined in (5) . Also, when HS is small, the function φ at HS has derivative −1. Thus the coefficient of ES in LTS, which is Q(ES) + αQ(φ(HS)), is negative because α is close to 1, so LTS is upper bounded by −Θ(ES) = −Θ(n).
In sum, the above explains the reason we included the term ESφ(HS) in the Lyapunov function; it balances out the positive drift of 1 2 E 2 S when HS is small. Lemma 5 and 6 suggest the following lemma: 
if M φ r −K is small enough. On class II, D total ≤ Us + nµ ∈ Θ(n), so Lemma 4 implies that
Combining with Lemma 7(b), implies that under the conditions of Lemma 7, on class II,
Equations (13) and (14) imply that if (r, d, β, α, ) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 7, there exists ξ > 0 sufficiently small such that Q(W ) ≤ −ξn for all n larger than some constant. For such ξ and such (r, d, β, α), W is a valid Lyapunov function, so by Lemma 3, Theorem 1(b) at the case 0 < µ < γ ≤ ∞ is proved.
CONCLUSION
By focusing on the missing piece syndrome, which affects the performance of a P2P system, we have identified the minimum time peer seeds must dwell in order to stabilize the system. The model includes a fixed seed, peers arriving with pieces, and peers dwelling for a while as peer seeds after obtaining the complete file. It is a mathematical simplification of a P2P system during the period of several hours or days after a flash crowd initiation of a file transfer, when the arrival of new peers is relatively steady. Our result identifies the stability region under all possible rates of arrival, mean times between transfer attempts, and distribution of pieces brought in by new peers. A sketch of the proof is given here; the complete details are provided in the full version of this paper under preparation.
For tractability, we assumed that the times between upload attempts and the dwell times of seeds are exponentially distributed random variables. However, we conjecture the results hold for more general distributions; the instability half of our proof does not rely on the assumption of exponential distributions.
Issues for future investigation include considering different strategies of peer contact, different piece selection strategies that are biased more towards rare pieces, heterogeneous link speeds, network coding, etc. We believe similar conditions for stability can be found for those variations.
